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ABSTRACT
With the development of deep neural networks, especially convolutional neu-
ral networks, computer vision tasks rely on training data to an unprecedented
extent. As the network goes deeper and wider, the demand for high quality
supervised training data also increases exponentially with the model com-
plexity. Considering the difficulty in data acquisition of high quality and
complete labels, the topic of weakly-supervised learning raises much atten-
tion recently in both machine learning and computer vision communities.
Inspired by the evidence from cognitive research, visual attention plays a
critical role in human vision system. While bottom-up selectivity bias has
been well studied from both mathematical and computer vision perspectives,
the top-down selectivity that wraps semantic information has been seldom
analyzed in this field.
In this thesis, a more computationally efficient model for building the
bottom-up selectivity of images has been built, using the scale space the-
ory. The method uses a statistical way to build hierarchical presentations
of image content on different scales, and an unsupervised approach to derive
a measurement of “objectness,” which is further used as region proposal for
object detection, and semantic segmentation.
Motivated by the “biased competition theory,” which states that 1) a visual
task is highly driven by goal or task, and 2) the unrelated neuron will be sup-
pressed during a feedback loop in the human visual cortex, a computational
model of feedback mechanism has been proposed to implement the top-down
selectivity, and named as “Feedback Neural Network.” The proposed feed-
back network optimizes the high-level task’s target function by performing
a feedback optimization to close irrelevant neurons in convolutional neural
network. Experiments show it is effective at finding the salient regions with
higher accuracy and efficiency given the high-level semantic labels.
This technique is further used in weakly-supervised learning in computer
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vision, where only partial supervision is given during training—for exam-
ple, object localization, and semantic segmentation, using only categorical
image level labels. We report experiments on the ImageNet object localiza-
tion dataset as well as satellite image analysis dataset to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm.
The feedback network could also be used to improve the image classifica-
tion performance, by “looking and thinking twice.” Cognitive study suggests
when human subjects are given more time to observe the visual signal, there
is a time at which the recognition accuracy dramatically increases. By crop-
ping the salient regions where the network learns from large-scale imagery
data, the network will reduce the chance of miss-classification by eliminating
background and context. We show that this strategy improves ImageNet
classification by more than 1% in the top 1 result. Especially for objects of
small size, the improvement is even larger.
A binarized feedback optimization algorithm is also proposed in this thesis,
to improve the efficiency of the feedback operation. Instead of performing
an iterative stochastic gradient descent on the feedback layer, a fast approx-
imated optimization is designed. This facilitates training with feedback of
convolutional neural networks. This strategy makes neural network training
put more effort into fitting active neurons and makes better convergence.
Experiments also show that this handles noise in image data well by ignoring
the noise component in input signals.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Two fundamental problems in computer vision are to answer “what” and
“where,” i.e., classification (recognition) and detection (localization). It has
been a long history for researchers developing separate feature transforma-
tions and machine learning methodologies to learn from natural images. It
first transfers images from pixels into vectors in feature spaces, and is followed
by statistical or deterministic machine learning algorithms.
State-of-the-art visual features span from simple color or texture histograms,
HoG (histogram of oriented histogram) [1], Scale Invariant Keypoints (SIFT)
[2], to more complex features such as Spatial Pyramid [3], and Spatial Pyra-
mid Matching using Sparse Coding (ScSPM) [4], which are further injected
into a machine learning classifier such as support vector machine [5], cascade
classifier [6], or graphical models.
Traditional approaches rely heavily on the hand-crafted elaborate feature
extractors, i.e., the transformer from raw pixels to higher level features. The
above strategy limits its performance and generalization ability of machine
learning models to larger scale and to more complex data distributions. While
on the other hand, deep neural networks use multiple layers of neurons to per-
form “end-to-end” learning that learns the feature extraction and classifier
simultaneously from raw input, using error back-propagation [7] in stochastic
gradient descent (sgd) manner [8]. Deep learning is also categorized as “rep-
resentation learning ” or “feature learning” based on its ability to implicitly
learn features in lower layers.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [8, 9] use convolutional kernels to
replace the fully-connected layers in deep neural networks, which is inspired
by cognitive evidence in the human visual cortex [10], as well as the local
consistency in images and videos. Research also shows that CNNs learn
more natural and discriminative filters in lower layers from the large amount
of imagery data such as ImageNet [11], which is similar to the human visual
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cortex in V1 [12, 13].
Feature matters:1 The flexibility of deep convolutional neural networks
makes it possible to learn meaningful and discriminative features in a hierar-
chical organization for images through being trained from large-scale training
data. It is also proved that the learned low-level / middle-level semantic fea-
tures could be shared across multiple applications [15, 16], such as video
classification [17], object localization [18], and scene classification [19]. The
property of convolutional neural networks, i.e., strong generalization, makes
it possible to derive usable models on those domains with less training data by
transferring from pre-trained models on those with adequate training data,
such as image classification.
An explanation of the generalization ability of convolutional neural net-
work can be found in deconvolutional neural networks [13], which show that
the convolutional neural network tries to learn abstraction of image content
from simple patterns to complex patterns with higher order of semantics.
For instance, the first convolutional layer usually learns basic edge filters,
such as Gabor filters, while gradually the network learns contours, parts of
objects, and finally the whole objects with strong semantic evidence. From
a generative point of view, a deep neural network tries to abstract input sig-
nals hierarchically into a lower dimensional space [20]. This layer-wise signal
abstraction also mimics the behavior of the human vision system according
to cognitive science [21].
Convolutional neural networks have achieved breakthroughs in various
computer vision tasks, such as image classification [22, 9, 16, 23, 24], object
detection [18, 14, 25, 26, 27] and semantic segmentation [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
Compared with shallow methods,2 deep convolutional neural network im-
proves state-of-the-arts in various computer vision tasks by a large margin.
Despite the positive aspects, training deep convolutional neural networks re-
quires a large amount of labeled data, which is either time-consuming to
acquire or too subjective to be used in current end-to-end frameworks. As
suggested in Microsoft COCO Dataset [34], labeling bounding boxes for ob-
jects is 15 times more time-consuming than giving image-level categorical
tags. Especially, semantic segmentation tasks, which aim at giving pixel-
wise classification results, usually require a considerable amount of human
1From Ross Girshick’s paper in R-CNN [14]
2“SHALLOW” is relative to “DEEP”, in terms of the model complexity.
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effort.
To tackle this challenge, weakly-supervised learning is employed to learn
from partial supervision. The weakly-supervised learning is always identified
as machine learning techniques where only a limited amount of supervision
is available for all training samples during the training stage. Different from
semi-supervised learning, which is defined for the perspective of the quantity
of supervision, weak-supervision is defined in terms of the quality of super-
vision. Figure 1.1 illustrates weakly-supervised learning, distinguished from
unsupervised, supervised and semi-supervised learning. Weakly-supervised
learning has drawn wide attention recently, especially for fine-level machine
learning / computer vision tasks such as object detection, image semantic
segmentation, and video tracking, where fully-supervised data is hard or
time-consuming to acquire.
Weakly-Supervised Learning via Feedback Neural Network: This
thesis will focus on building an efficient and effective weakly-supervised learn-
ing framework in convolutional neural networks. Inspired by the human cog-
nitive process, the feedback mechanism is introduced that mimics the cogni-
tive process of the human vision system by suppressing irrelevant neurons,
called “biased competitive theory” [35] in cognitive science.
Two basic hypotheses are made to implement an efficient computational
model for feedback mechanism in weakly-supervised learning. Firstly, human
visual systems are trained with large scale of data with strong association.
Different from the “pixel-wise” semantically labeled images used in training
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semantic segmentation neural network, such as Microsoft COCO [34] and
PASCAL VOC [36], there is no explicit supervision on visual signals human
beings take in at this level. With various researches in understanding con-
volutional neural network [13, 37, 21], networks are able to catch certain
spatial / semantic patterns after being training from tremendous examples
even without pixel-wise labels. Secondly, vision tasks are usually top-down
driven, which is called “selective attention” [38] in cognitive science. Experi-
ments on visual object recognition of humans suggests that given extra time,
recognition accuracy could increase significantly [39].
Based on these hypotheses, a computational model is abstracted for con-
volutional neural networks, named as “Feedback Neural Network,” which
is trained from large scale weakly-supervised data to capture the seman-
tic patterns and simulate the selective attention mechanism by applying a
constrained optimization strategy. The method is further applied to both
visualization of neural network, object localization, and semantic segmenta-
tion. We also show how this strategy helps improve object recognition by
letting the neural network attend to more semantically meaningful candidate
regions, i.e., “objectness regions,” according to previous learnt information.
1.1 Related Work
Convolutional neural networks have drawn tremendous attention in recent
years, and achieved successes in various classic computer vision tasks, such
as image classification [9], object detection [18], and semantic segmentation
[40]. Also, with the development of computational resources, such as GPU,
and larger scale datasets from ImageNet[11] and Microsoft COCO [34], more
advanced network architectures have been developed, from 7 layer AlexNet
[9], to VGG network with 16 or 19 layers [16], Inception Network [24, 23], and
most recently Residual Network (ResNet) [22] with more than 100 layers.
With the increasing network capacity, convolutional neural networks achieved
better performance than humans on image recognition. The strong general-
ization ability of learned features also facilitates transferring the pretrained
networks to other tasks.
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1.1.1 Object Detection via Convolutional Neural Network
Object detection aims at answering “where” by localizing foreground objects
in images. Popular datasets includes Pascal VOC [36], and Microsoft COCO
[34] and ImageNet [41]. There are mainly two approaches in solving this
problem using a convolutional neural network.
Regression on Bounding Boxes: Following the end-to-end learning phi-
losophy, the early solution to object detection follows a similar strategy as
image classification, by learning a regression on the bounding box positions
with the shared features for image classification, such as [42, 43]. This strat-
egy is straightforward and easy to implement. However, this approach may
not derive good accuracy in localization and the sliding window step is com-
putationally expensive.
Region Proposals: Another majority class of approaches is using the region
proposal, which is motivated by computational visual attention, to get rid
of large computational overhead caused by sliding window. Selective search
[44] provides a feasible and efficient solution, by using a less computationally
expensive method to calculate the “objectness” [45] of each superpixel. R-
CNN [14, 18] is built based on using selective search as a region proposal
and utilizes the feature learned from convolutional neural network. Similarly
to the concept of “objectness” [45], which means the probability of a region
being generic objects, convolutional neural network features are also used to
generate region proposals in a single network by proposing Faster R-CNN
[25, 27, 46]. With a learnable region proposal network, the efficiency and
accuracy of object detection have been improved significantly.
Behind the idea of region proposal is “bottom-up bias” selectivity, which
is an important factor in visual attention by “finding unique target in an
array of homogeneous nontargets” [38]. In addition to pure “bottom-up,” a
top-down selectivity control, i.e., “a way to bias competition towards in-
formation relevant to current behavior” [38], is needed to reflect the high-level
semantics for implementation of the concept “attention”. This mechanism
exists in the ventral stream and is critical to the ability of “localizing” objects
of interest [47, 48].
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1.1.2 Semantic Segmentation via Convolutional Neural
Network
The target of semantic segmentation is to parse the image into semantically
meaningful parts and assign each part or pixel the corresponding seman-
tic labels. It is similar to “pixel-wise classification,” in addition to creating
meaningful spatial regions. The most straightforward solution for seman-
tic segmentation is to use the region proposal such as selective search [44]
generated using SuperPixels or Faster R-CNN [25] to give region level clas-
sifications.
In addition to the region proposal solution, a fully convolution neural
Network (FCN) [28] utilizes the spatial consistency of convolutional kernels
and deconvolution layers to perform end-to-end pixel-wise classification, and
achieves breakthrough in image semantic segmentation using deep neural
networks. It abstracts the network in an encoder-decoder architecture: a
pretrained network on ImageNet data extracts semantic features and per-
forms as an encoder, and a separate deconvolutional layer performs as a
decoder with the spatial consistency property brought by convolutional ker-
nels. A similar idea is also adopted by other researches such as U-Net [33],
SegNet [49], and Hypercolumns [50].
To further improve the smoothness and local spatial consistency of seg-
mentation, and incorporate more evidence from lower-level signals, various
methods have been proposed. DeepLab utilizes a CRF layer to propagate
pixel-wise labels in local neighborhood while CRF (conditional random field)
could also be applied as recurrent neural network [51]. Instead of using bi-
linear interpolation as deconvolution in FCN, a learnable deconvolutional
network is proposed to improve the decoder part of FCN in [52]. Also, multi-
scale information and dilation have been applied to semantic segmentation
in [29].
1.1.3 Weakly-Supervised Learning
Though positive, the challenge of learning a good semantic segmentation
network is the requirement of data: by treating the semantic segmentation
as pixel-wise / part-wise classification, it requires a large amount of finely
labeled data, which is challenging to fulfill in real world applications. Weakly-
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supervised learning has been largely investigated in computer vision to attack
this challenge. Weakly-supervised learning is to learn from easy-to-get data
samples, for example, only partially annotated or labeled, and is applied to
tasks that require higher level detailed training data. Typical uses include
image semantic segmentation / object detection from only image level cate-
gorical labels, video event detection / object tracking with only video level
annotations, etc.
Weakly-Supervised Image Semantic Segmentation: For image seman-
tic segmentation, various approaches have been developed based on the gen-
eralization ability of convolutional neural network features. The basic moti-
vation is to make use of the convolutional neural network to give pixel-level
or part level predictions under certain regularizations. Typically, there are
two major approaches to solving this problem.
Multiple Instance Learning
Using the region proposal techniques such as selective search [44], Faster
R-CNN [25] or BING [53], images are naturally segmented into candidates
using low-level information such as color gradients, edges, etc., and hence
are treated as bags of candidates. An image-level supervision is used as the
label for each bag. Then the problem of weakly-supervised learning is for-
mulated into multiple instance learning (MIL). This approach is adopted by
recent researches such as [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. MIL is well formulated and
can use the natural boundaries of images to form semantic segmentation
candidates; thus, it can achieve accurate prediction and more smooth seg-
mentation regions. On the other hand, since this method heavily depends
on the super-pixel segmentation and region proposal using low level image
signals, it will cause two major problems: semantic over-segmentation which
splits one object into multiple regions and missing small objects since most
region proposal methods use predefined height-width ratio to generate can-
didate regions.
Pixel-wise Prediction using Convolutional Layers
The good property of convolutional layers is that they can preserve the local
consistency of images by using a small convolutional kernel. By treating se-
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mantic segmentation as a pixel-wise classification using a fully convolutional
neural network, it will benefit from both the generalization of convolutional
neural network features and the spatial continuity. Based on these assump-
tions, convolutional layer outputs are utilized as the input of simple post-
processing to form meaningful and smooth semantic segmentations such as
[32, 59, 60]. Regularizations such as spatial continuous, e.g., using condi-
tional random field (CRF) [30], supervision from the most confident points
[61, 62], and spatial size constraints [63], are utilized to help training models.
Domain knowledge from external data sources is also used as constraints [64].
The basic assumption is that by increasing the volume of training data and
intuitively asking the network to learn from simple samples, the network
will learn the association between large amounts of data and the semantic
segmentation could be constrained by the data association [64].
To further improve the segmentation / localization accuracy, the low-level
vision cues are also considered to help discover the boundaries and avoid
shifting. The trick is utilized in [65] by considering the original image signal
when calculating the unity function of CRF. More recently, SharpMask [31]
also uses the skipping layer trick to employ multiple scale inputs to refine
the localization and improves the accuracy of segmentation dramatically.
1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis is motivated by the research evidence from human cognitive sci-
ence and the analysis of convolutional neural networks. Cognitive studies
suggest that both bottom-up and top-down selectivities are important for
the human visual system, especially for detection [38]. In addition to the
widely studied bottom-up strategy, this thesis aims at building a compu-
tational model of feedback mechanism into a convolutional neural network
(CNN), and bridges the gap between top-down and bottom-up selectivity, in
addition to the basic study of improving the bottom-up strategy. Most cur-
rent research on neural network and computer vision does not consider the
feedback signal, which generates the top-down selective bias in the human
visual cortex. The feedback signal provides an efficient and effective solu-
tion for various computer vision problems, especially for weakly-supervised
learning and semantic segmentation for images. Current techniques in com-
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puter vision use bottom-up bias to eliminate the number of candidates in
classification, detection and segmentation tasks, which could either increase
the computational overhead or introduce extra disturbance to classification
(such as large amount of false positives, and unbalanced training data).
In this thesis, we first study the bottom-up attention mechanism, and
we improve the semantic segmentation by using better region proposal al-
gorithms. In addition, we are also studying the mechanism of feedback in
convolutional neural networks to mimic the process of top-down selectivity,
or top-down attention in the human vision system, in convolutional neural
networks. From an optimization perspective, this model gives the neural net-
work extra flexibility for signal selection and increases the learnability. We
also explore the use case of feedback neural network in the following topics:
• Weakly-Supervised Image Semantic Segmentation: the feed-
back mechanism could be directly used in image semantic segmentation.
The hypothesis that is by performing an extra feedback loop in convo-
lutional neural network, not only the traditional bottom-up selectivity
but also the top-down bias will be employed to improve the seman-
tic segmentation performance. From the machine learning perspective,
the intuition behind it is to integrate the high-level semantic informa-
tion and spatial regularization into a single framework by maximizing
the target function, and generate high-quality posterior estimation by
performing a bootstrapping-like optimization algorithm.
• Using Feedback Attention to Improve Classification: The feed-
back signal could also help to improve the classification task, which
has been already proven in cognitive science by performing subjective
experiments. By letting the neural network “look and think twice,”
we simulate the top-down attention to improve the classification per-
formance. It is notable that the improvement on small sized objects is
significant.
• Efficient Optimization Strategy of Feedback: We also study the
algorithm and optimization side improvement to further increase the
efficiency of feedback inference. A binarized optimization strategy is
proposed, which facilitates incorporating the feedback mechanism in
convolutional neural network training. Experiments suggest the feed-
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back mechanism dramatically improves the convergence of neural net-
work training. However, there are still various open questions to answer
in this direction.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Bottom-up selectivity im-
plemented using scale selection will be first introduced in Chapter 2. Using
edges instead of superpixels in the region proposal could dramatically in-
crease the hit rate as suggested in our experiments. In Chapter 3 we will
introduce and formulate the feedback mechanism in a neural network and
propose the feedback neural network. In Chapter 4 the feedback neural net-
work will be applied to solve the weakly-supervised semantic segmentation
problem. We further incorporate the feedback mechanism into object classi-
fication on ImageNet in Chapter 5 and explore the importance of feedback
signals in computer vision tasks. To improve the efficiency and explore the
possibility of using feedback to speed up training of neural networks, Chap-
ter 6 introduces the binarized optimization and feedback network training
algorithm.
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CHAPTER 2
BOTTOM-UP ATTENTION: SCALE
SELECTION FOR OBJECTNESS
This chapter will basically introduce the bottom-up selectivity by using scale
selection for objectness, which is based on the “scale space theory.” This is
efficient in reducing the number of proposals for image object detection and
segmentation, compared to traditional approachs such as selective search [44].
2.1 Introduction
Understanding the structure of images is a fundamental challenge in the
computer vision community and beyond [66, 67, 68]. It is commonly agreed
in the cognitive research [67] that such structure is hierarchically organized in
general, and visual appearances along the structure range from coarse to fine
configurations. These evidences result in a multi-scale image representation
[69, 70].
In this chapter, we explore such structure for images by proposing a novel
hierarchical shape parsing. By “shape parsing,” we mean to detect visual
components (such as parts of objects) indicated by shapes, which will be
organized into hierarchical structure according to the coarse-to-fine cognitive
rule (such as “part of,” and “outline-and-details” relations) to generate a
multi-scale representation. Different from the image parsing [68, 71] and
scene parsing [72, 73], which aim at finding semantically meaningful labels
for pixels, in this chapter we explore the structure of visual scenes in an
unsupervised manner, instead of inference on particular semantic labels using
supervised learning.
Parsing such a structure serves as a novel coarse-to-fine feature represen-
tation to simulate the human vision system, i.e., taking the scene outlines in
the coarse scale (at higher levels in the tree) and the appearance details in
the fine scales (lower levels) [66, 67]. To a certain degree, such a simulation
11
(a)$
(b)$
Figure 2.1: Example of the hierarchical shape parsing. (a) The original
image and the hierarchical edge parsing tree. For better visualization, the
edge segments of each node are in blue, while those of its ancestor nodes
are in black. (b) The results after appearance bundling. To illustrate the
coarse-to-fine phenomenon, the appearances of child nodes are integrated to
the parent node.
is also similar to the “simple-to-complex” biologically inspired feature [74].
Figure 2.1 shows how we parse the structure of objects in the hierarchical
shape parsing. In Figure 2.1 (a) the input image is parsed into two parts (e.g.,
the boat and building) and further into more detailed components recursively,
in a top-down manner. The parent-children linkage reflects certain “visual
ontology” relationships (such as “part of” and “co-occurrence”). We also
demonstrate results appending regions (in terms of superpixels [75]) onto
each node, which leads to Figure 2.1 (b). This type of structure coincides
with the coarse-to-fine cognition: the edges of larger scale tend to be the out
boundaries while vice versa [76].
Successfully parsing the image structure at low level can benefit a wide vari-
ety of computer vision tasks, such as feature designing, scene understanding,
object recognition and detection. Three of the many benefits are listed here.
First, it is possible to design multiple-level image description, and partial
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descriptors of objects from the hierarchical structure. Experimental results
in this chapter also show that the hierarchical shape parsing tree captures
the organization in parts-objects-scene. Secondly, instead of searching ROIs
(e.g., objects) through sliding window, the hierarchical structure of objects
makes it more efficient in object detection, recognition et al., similarly to
selective search [44] and BING [53]. In our experiment, by searching along
the hierarchical parsing tree, we reduce the candidate region number from
thousands of in [44, 77] to less than 20, meanwhile retaining competitive re-
call in object region proposals. This is critical in object detection algorithms,
such as R-CNN [14]. Finally, it provides a way to structurally infer the visual
content, by integrating the recently developed structural learning methods.
Related Work.
To accomplish this goal, considerable efforts have been made in the past
years, among which the structure of image is typically expressed as spatial
splitting [3, 78], statistical co-occurrence [79, 80], and more recently convo-
lutional neural network [73].
To this end, approaches such as Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) [3], and
multiple level wavelets [81] can be categorized as the fixed spatial splitting in
the global sense. Although efficient in practice, it fails to provide an expla-
nation about the intrinsic scene-object-component relationships. UCM [78]
implements a more flexible region integration algorithm based on edges /
boundaries, in a bottom-up manner. With the popularity of visual pat-
tern mining and bundling techniques like [82, 83, 84], bottom-up data-driven
structure parsing has also been widely investigated. Their main drawback lies
in the lack of global insights at the scene level, while being computationally
intensive when extended to higher-order phrases.
The most recent advance in convolutional network [9] also suggests effi-
cient approaches that utilize unsupervised or supervised feature learning to
discover the structure between different levels of neurons, by incorporating
the convolution and max pooling operations on different layers. However,
understanding and extracting these hierarchical structures remains a prob-
lem.
Uijlings et al. [44] propose the method “selective search,” by using hier-
archical image segmentation to build the image structure, and achieve im-
provements on objectness proposal, in both recall and efficiency. It is fur-
ther integrated into object detection algorithms based on deep convolutional
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neural networks, e.g., R-CNN [14], and is reported to be significantly more
efficient than traditional sliding window approaches. Despite its advantages,
selective search uses a heuristic bottom-up integration of super-pixels, which
omits the cognitive principle of the human vision system. Meanwhile, thou-
sands of object proposals produced by the algorithm impose a great burden
on convolutional neural networks and make the object detection computa-
tional expensive. Unfortunately, efficiently exploring the image structure
remains, if not impossible, a challenging problem.
Inspiration. Studies in scale space [70, 69, 85] reveal that the hierar-
chical organization of visual information widely exists in image structure.
And different scales will exhibit representation on various levels of detail
(i.e., “coarse-to-fine”). On the other hand, shape (e.g., boundaries, and
edges) provides a good indication of objects and components, which plays
an important role in human cognition [66]. It has been widely recognized as
a fundamental cue towards scene understanding and structural description
[86, 87, 76]. Bruna and Mallat also point out that instead of learning the
visual representation, geometric properties such as scale and spatial layout
provide plenty of meaningful information on feature representation [88].
Inspired by our previous work on the scale of edges [76], we are motivated
to parse the hierarchical structure of image components according to their
scale distributions and shapes, as the example shown in Figure 2.1. To
further improve the discrimination of parsed visual components, appearances
of image regions are embeded correspondingly in a statistical way.
As for visual search and matching, human brains recognize objects based
on not only visual appearances, but also heavily relying on structure, ac-
cording to recent advances in cognitive study [89]. With such a structure,
we simulate the human cognitive mechanism in visual search as a conditional
matching process : matchings are formulated as Markov processes, with de-
pendencies defined by the structural “visual ontology” along the hierarchical
parsing tree. By simple statistical inference, we derive a hierarchical struc-
tural pooling strategy to approximate the above process when building region
descriptions.
Approach. Our approach starts with building a hierarchical edge tree
in a top-down manner. Given such a coarse-to-fine shape structure, local
regions are further appended onto corresponding tree nodes to increase the
discriminative ability. When matching two parsing trees / subtrees, a struc-
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tural appearance pooling operation is performed based on a Markov process,
in which the parent-children dependency is forced. By this pooling opera-
tion, the tree hierarchy is encoded together with the appended appearance
information, and it avoids the time-consuming recursive subtree alignment
schemes in existing works. The whole work flow is shown in Figure 2.2. In
this chapter, we show two exemplar applications of our scheme, including
unsupervised objectness detection [44, 45]. Quantitative experiments with
comparisons to the state-of-the-arts show the advantages of our algorithm.
Superpixels Local Appearance Description
Scale and Edge 
Detection
Hierarchical Edge 
Parsing
Structured 
Pooling
Final Descriptor
Local Region 
Appending
Input Image
Hierarchical 
Edge Tree
Hierarchical Joint 
Edge and 
Appearance Tree 
Figure 2.2: Workflow of the proposed hierarchical shape parsing with
appearance pooling scheme.
2.2 Hierarchical Shape Parsing
To parse the structure of images, we first introduce the building of the hi-
erarchical edge tree in Section 2.2.1, which decomposes the image structure
based on an edge scale detection. Local appearances, e.g. superpixels, are
subsequently appended to enrich its discriminability in Section 2.2.2. Both
phases are fully unsupervised.
2.2.1 Hierarchical Edge Tree
Inspired by our results in the edge scale detection [76], as well as previous
researches in scale space [69, 70], we propose to parse the hierarchical struc-
ture of an image by organizing a shape hierarchy. The conclusion that scales
of edges are capable to distinguish different levels of detail [76] leads to our
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of building the hierarchical edge tree with spatial
clustering: (a) The edges of different scales vary in descriptions of visual
contents, while larger scales tend to be coarse and smaller scales tend to be
the fine details. (b) Represent the scale space by convex surfaces, and
quantize scales into different tree levels. (c) Motivation and the basic
process of spatial clustering.
approach of clustering edges varied both spatially and according to scale, and
organizing into a hierarchy.
Edge Scale Detector. The algorithm starts with building the edge scale
detector, following the approach in [76]. It detects edges and their scales
simultaneously by building an anisotropic scale space, upon which a 3D-
Harris detector R(x, y, t) is performed to find the maximal edge response
over the scale factor t:
s(x, y) = arg max
t
|R(x, y, t)|, R(x, y, t) < 0, (2.1)
where s(x, y) is the detected scale for pixel (x, y). This indicates the edge
being salient on the corresponding image resolution. Applying Equation (2.1)
over the anisotropic scale space converts the target image into hierarchical
organization of shapes with different scales, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). We
then distill and partition the image based on the “coarse-to-fine” principle.
In such a case, the edges of larger scales correspond to the object boundaries,
while those of smaller scales are the texture details.
We then denote the boundary of each object as a convex surface Ci, ∀i ∈ N
in the scale space where N is the total number of objects in the scene, as
shown in Figure 2.3 (b). By quantizing along scales in sj, j = 1, 2, . . . , K,
a hierarchical shape representation of the image is derived into a tree struc-
ture, as shown in Figure 2.3 (c), in which the root performs as the global
representation, while the subsequent siblings correspond to objects or their
components at a finer level.
Parsing as Shape Clustering. To efficiently and effectively distinguish
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the objects / components Ci from each other as shown in Figure 2.3 (b), we
utilize the spatial information as a separable rule, based on the hypothesis
that the edges from the same object or component are more likely to be
connected. The adjacency between edge strokes is measured by the smallest
Manhattan distance between all the pixels from the two edge segments, i.e.,
d(s, s′) = min
i∈s,j∈s′
d(i, j),
where s and s′ are two edge segments while i and j are pixels on s and s′
respectively. This distance works well for various edge / boundary applica-
tions to connect adjacent segments [90]. We use clustering to re-group all
the edge segments into “connected” shape contours.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 2.3 (b) and (c), given the detected
set of edges C with scale factors S, we first split S into the K-partition S =
{s1, s2, . . . , sK}, and then use spectral clustering [91] to cluster shapes falling
in the scale interval C|sk,∀k ∈ [1, K] into spatially independent components,
i.e.,
C|sk =
⋃
i
Ck,i, and ∀i, j, Ck,i
⋂
Ck,j = φ. (2.2)
The above operation can be digested as separating different objects from a
given scene, with the consideration of determining the component numbers
robustly. In our experiments, to ensure balance and regularize the tree struc-
ture, we enforce using the largest two clusters in all C|sk, which leads to a
binary tree structure.
This operation is conducted in a top-down manner as detailed in Algo-
rithm 1, which results in the edge tree by connecting each component ac-
cording to the “belongingness.” That is, the node Ck,i is assigned to the
spatially nearest node Ck−1,· as a child. Intuitively, a scene would be decom-
posed into objects while an object would be decomposed into components.
Figure 2.3 (c) shows an example of hierarchical edge parsing into three lev-
els, where the whole scene is first parsed into objects, e.g. “building” and
“boat”. In the second layer, each object is further parsed into components
or parts, e.g., “building” into ‘windows” plus “platform”. Such a parsing
provides a much higher flexibility compared to the fixed splitting such as
spatial pyramid matching [3].
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Algorithm 1: Hierarchical Shape Parsing
Input: Shape collection C and scale indicator S for image I
Output: Edge Tree T
1 T = Φ;
2 Split S into {s1, s2, ..., sK};
3 for k = 1,...K do
4 Find C|sk;
5 Perform spectral clustering on C|sk, into Nk clusters
Ck = {Ck,1, ..., Ck,Nk};
6 for Ck,i ∈ Ck do
7 Find the nearest node Ck−1,j ∈ Ck−1 in T ;
8 Add Ck,i into T as the child node of Ck−1,j;
9 end
10 end
11 return T
2.2.2 Region Bundling
In the second step, we append the local region appearances onto correspond-
ing nodes in the edge parsing tree to enrich its discriminability. Typically,
only the geometric properties of edge segments are ambiguous in object recog-
nition, such as length, curvature and etc. With the appearance of regions
enclosed in the edge contours, more robust visual features could be extracted
and utilized to describe objects. However, the difficulty lies in determining
the most suitable region scale and appending corresponding regions to our
edge tree, in the case multiple subtrees are hit.
We adopt a heuristic solution to resolve the challenge. First our algorithm
segments the image into superpixels [75]. Then for each node on the edge
tree, a convex hull of its edge segments is calculated to claim its “belongings.”
Finally superpixels are bundled to the node which encloses the superpixel,
in a bottom-up direction. This heuristic method works well because: 1)
superpixels are those uniform small regions in an image, which are considered
being enclosed by edges; and 2) smaller superpixels are registered onto lower
level nodes in a bottom-up manner, which solves the “belonging” ambiguity.
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2.3 Structured Appearance Pooling
Bundling the structural information in visual matching provides meaningful
discriminations to object detection, texture classification etc. [92], especially
in complex scenes. This agrees with the hypothesis in human cognitive pro-
cedure that not only the appearance but also the spatial and scale structure
play important roles in object matching and recognition [89]. The hierar-
chical shape parsing tree provides an alternative to the coarse-to-fine search
strategy.
To fully deploy the structure information in hierarchical shape parsing
trees to object matching, we utilize a joint probability formulation to model
the matching process. The basic principle is that two objects or components
are matched with higher probability if their appearances are similar and their
structures coincide. In our scenario, it means two tree nodes are matched if
they are close in visual feature space and their sub-tree structures agree with
each other.
In this section, we first introduce the notations of our formulation, then a
simplified conditional probability model for object matching based on Markov
process is illustrated to model the above principle. Finally, this model is re-
laxed and leads to a structural pooling algorithm to generate tree node rep-
resentation with such structural information embedded, to further improve
computational efficiency and facilitate feature vector indexing.
Notation and Preliminary. For each region bundled on the hierarchical
parsing tree, we extract SIFT features [93] that are quantized using bag-of-
words model (with dictionary size 1, 000), to describe its appearance. All the
notations are listed in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1: Symbols and notations in Structured Pooling inference
Variable Notations
Ri Node i in the parsing tree
xi Feature vector for Ri
Ti The sub-tree rooted at Ri
Xi Representation for Ti
Ti,k and Ri,k Sub-trees / Children of Ri
Tree Matching as Markov Process. The above principle indicates a
subtree matching problem. However, direct subtree matching with exhaus-
tive scanning is computationally expensive; in this chapter we propose a
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conditional probability inference along tree structures top-down. Since we
aim to measure the similarity between objects considering both the appear-
ance and structure, the goal of matching two objects or components is to
calculate the joint probability of two sub-tree structures Tq and Ti, where
the former is the query object with its structure while the latter is the sam-
ple in the target collection. More specifically, given the representation Xq
and Xi as well as the structure Ti, the problem can be formulated as:
p(Xq, Xi|Ti) = p(Xq, Xi|Ri,∪Ti,k)
= p(Xq, xi|Ri) ·
∑
k
[p(Xq, Xi,k)p(Ri|Ti,k)], (2.3)
where Ti,k → Ri → Ti is a Markov process, which indicates the independence
in statistical inference. By assuming equal contribution among individual
sub-tree, i.e., p(Ri|Ti,k) = 1K , we have:
p(Xq, Xi|Ti) = p(Xq, xi|Ri) 1
K
∑
k
p(Xq, Xi,k)
= p(Xq, xi|Ri)E[p(Xq, Xi,k)],
(2.4)
which is denoted as Markov-structured matching rule hereafter.
Structured Appearance Pooling. The above Markov matching rule
derives a structured appearance pooling, which facilitates the fast represen-
tation and matching between hierarchical parsing structure of images. To do
this, we assume the current node Ri and the successors Ti,k are independent,
and Equation (2.4) can be relaxed as:
p(Xq, Xi|Ti) = p(Xq, (xi · E[Xi,k])), (2.5)
where Xi = xi · E[Xi,k] indicates the pooling of Xi, which comes from fea-
ture xi of the current node and the average pooling [94] of all its subtrees
E[Xi,k].
1 To further simplify the computation, we use the intersection op-
eration instead of the multiplication, with some tolerance of quantization
error.
In practice, we build the above appearance representation in a bottom-up
1Note that our structured pooling differs from the local descriptor pooling in building
spatial pyramid [95, 96], which involves more complex hierarchical structure inference and
embedding, as well as Markov process based approximation.
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manner, and for the structure collection T = {Ti; i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N}, a series
of descriptors are obtained as X = {Xi;Ti ∈ T}. The X describes the visual
features of all the parsed scenes, objects and components, based on which
the matching can be done for both the whole image, or objects or parts of
this image.
Usage of Tree Matching and Structural Pooling: The “structural ap-
pearance pooling” could be utilized as a visual feature constructor for various
computer vision problems, and is adopted in our “objectness” experiment
in Section 2.4.2. We use the structural pooled feature to build index and
construct queries.
2.4 Exemplar Applications
Exploring the hierarchical structure of images has the potential for a wide
variety of computer vision applications. Two representative applications are
investigated with quantitative evaluations, i.e. structural edge scale refine-
ment and unsupervised objectness detection in this thesis.
2.4.1 Structural Edge Scale Refinement
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.4: Examples of edge scale detection before and after our edge scale
refinement based upon the state-of-the-art edge scale detection scheme in
[76]. (a) is the original image, (b) is the detection result using [76], (c) is
the proposed scale refinement. Red indicates larger scales while blue means
smaller. The refined results are more reasonable by treating the out
boundary of the building as uniform and getting the largest scales.
The scale of visual elements, defined as on what level the image details
could be perceived by human eyes [69], is a fundamental concept in com-
puter vision. It is important for feature designing, boundary detection and
object recognition. In this example, we are trying to see how the proposed
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Table 2.2: Comparison on the edge scale detection between the proposed
method and [97] and [76]
Method Accu Accuordered
Lindeberg[97] 0.300 0.103
3D-Harris [76] 0.370 0.469
SegPropagation [76] 0.375 0.478
Hierarchical Refinement 0.397 0.485
hierarchical structure of images can help to refine individual edge scale detec-
tions. Moreover, considering the fact that the visual elements of larger scales
tend to be object outlines while the smaller ones tend to be inside details,
it also provides a validation of how the constructed hierarchical structure
coincides with human perception.
The basic assumption is that the edges of the same component should
share similar scales. Under this circumstance, the initial edge scale is de-
termined using the method proposed in [76], by searching the local extreme
in anisotropic scale space. Then, our task is to refine these initial detected
scales based on the levels of their corresponding nodes in the hierarchical
edge tree. More specifically, the edges registered to the same node should be
of similar scales. To that effect, given the node Ni in the shape parsing tree
T , for each edge ej ∈ Ni, we perform a median-filter to filter out the outlier
scales.
We assign it with the median of all the edge scales within Ni, as
s(ej) = Median({sk; ek ∈ Ni}), (2.6)
which can be intuitively digested as a robust “average” filtering in terms of
the scale.
We tested the refinement of edge scales on the Scale of Edge Dataset [76],
where there are 36 natural images with manually labeled edge scales by
human beings on 5 different resolutions. The ground truth of this dataset
reflects the levels of scales on which edge segments can be perceived by human
beings. We compare our scheme with both the isotropic approach [97] and
3D-Harris alternatives [76], as shown in Table 2.2.
In Table 2.2, two measurements are evaluated: the orderless pair-wise order
accuracy Accu and the ordered on Accuordered, the same as those used in [76].
From the comparison, it is obvious that the proposed method improves the
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performance significantly, by adding the object / component scale consistency
constraint. The intuition behind it is that the structural information (i.e.,
the hierarchical parsing tree) imposes the consistency of scales within the
same visual components, which leads to less wrong detection compared with
the original algorithm.
Moreover, the improved performance suggests that the organization of im-
age components in the hierarchical shape parsing tree coincides with human
perception: the edges of larger scales labeled by humans are arranged on
higher levels of the tree. Figure 2.4 further shows exemplar comparisons
before and after our hierarchical tree based refinement. The boundaries of
the building (especially the roof) are of larger scales which means they are
assigned to a high level in the hierarchical shape tree.
2.4.2 Objectness
Objectness Detection. The second scenario to validate the proposed shape
and appearance parsing approach comes from the so-called “objectness” de-
tection task. Objectness, as proposed in [45], aims at judging whether a given
region contains a generic object, which poses great potential to improve the
object detection efficiency, for example selective search [44] and BING [77].
The proposed hierarchical parsing tree fits the objectness detection well by
looking over the object “structure,” that is, objects are more likely to have
a common shape, appearance, and structure, as frequently appeared in the
reference image corpus, where the “common” is defined by its density in the
joint feature space of both the appearance and the structures encoded in
shape features.
We use the feature derived from structural pooling in Section 2.3 to describe
region descriptions composed by both appearances and structure. More for-
mally speaking, given a collection of images I = {In}n∈N , where for each
image In, T denotes the collection of parsed hierarchical structures, and
Xn = {Xn,i} denotes the descriptors build in Section 2.3 for image n. Let
X = ∪n∈NXn (2.7)
be the collection of structure descriptors for all structures extracted from I.
The objectness can be expressed as the density of X in the feature space,
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Table 2.3: The ALC measurements comparison between random choice
(RC), the proposed method, the parsing tree without structural pooling,
and salience based method [98], HoG [1], and the methods in [45] (MS, CC,
ED, SS)
Method ALC Score
Saliency [98] 0.004
Random Chance 0.025
HoG[1] 0.035
CC [45] 0.064
ED [45] 0.083
MS [45] 0.137
SS [45] 0.193
Objectness w/o SPooling 0.187
Structured Objectness 0.215
because Xn exhausts all the existences of possible objects / components.
In practice, instead of estimating the density of X, we perform a k-means
clustering on the feature collection X. Thereafter, the cluster centers Ok ∈ O
are the potential common structure and appearance template for some object,
which in means of a discrete “objectness.”
Subsequently, for each node Xi ∈ X in the parsing tree of the input image
I, where X is the collection of all the parsed structures, its objectness o(Xi)
can be calculated as
o(Xi) = p(O|Xi) ∝ 1/ min
Ok∈O
‖Xi −Ok‖2, (2.8)
by which we evaluate the likelihood of being an object in terms of its distance
to the nearest cluster center (object template).
Experiments and Evaluation. For validation, we use the Pascal VOC
2007 for training and testing, which contains 20 object classes over 4, 592 im-
ages. The number of clusters is set to be K = 100, considering the number of
classes in VOC Pascal 2007 dataset and the total number of nodes generated
by our algorithm. To perform the hierarchical parsing, we fixed the depth
of binary-tree to be D = 4, which results 14 nodes for each image (the root
node is not considered as a candidate).
To evaluate the performance of the proposed “objectness,” we use numeric
criteria similar to those of [45]: the single value evaluation measurement area
left of the curve (ALC), which is the area bounded by the detection ratio /
signal-to-noise (DR/STN) curve.
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The results of ALC are shown in Table 2.3, compared with several base-
line methods, including the saliency based methods [98], feature detection
based method using HoG [1], random chance, and variances of the object-
ness in [45].2 We also compare with the all the single-cue methods in [45]:
MS (multi-scale saliency), CC (color contrast), ED (edge density), and SS
(superpixels straddling). The comparisons show that:
1) Saliency : Due to the fact that our method could be viewed intrinsically
as a structured saliency measurement, it performs much better than all the
salience detection methods, i.e., saliency [98] and MS [45].
2) Feature: It outperforms feature-based methods (5 - 8 times more accu-
rate), i.e., HoG [1] (shape and texture) and CC [45] (color), in both of which
the structural is missing.
3) Segmentation and Edges : Our structural objectness also performs much
better than ED (edge features) [45], and achieves competitive performance
as SS (superpixels straddling) [45]. However, our proposed method is totally
unsupervised, while SS is supervised and trained as a two-class classification
problem (object and non-object).
4) Structural Pooling : We also tested the performance of the proposed method
without using structural pooling to derive features, which performs worse as
shown in Table 2.3. The main reason is that without structural constraints,
the non-object regions will have a chance to be miss-ranked in the top of
returned results and reduce the precision.
Table 2.4: The number of windows (candidate regions) used in [45] and the
structural objectness
HoG[1] Objectness [45]
#Win 1,000 1,000
Selective Search[44] Proposed
#Win 395 14
Another advantage of our structural objectness is the efficiency. Tradi-
tional methods [45, 1] rely on the sliding window, which evaluates everywhere
on the test image, which is set to 1,000 in [45]. In contrast, our algorithm
reduces the number of candidate windows dramatically. In our experiments,
we build a 3-level binary tree for each image, leading to 14 nodes, while
2As the structural objectness by means of hierarchical parsing tree is treated as a low
level feature representation, we only compare with the single feature objectness detection.
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selective search [44] utilizes 395 windows to achieve similar recall. Detailed
comparison is shown in Table 2.4.
In more detail, we show the efficiency of the proposed hierarchical structure
in Figure 2.5(a), for the task of objectness detection. From this figure, we
have several advantages compared with the state-of-the-art: 1) Due to the
more efficient candidate region selection introduced by the structural prior
knowledge in our algorithm, we dramatically reduce the number of false
alarms which leads to fairly high precision. 2) Most of the windows detected
by MS, CC and SS [45] are overlapped because of sliding windows in their
methods, and the recall is very limited though a large number of candidate
regions are returned. However, our method can get rid of this problem.
Figure 2.6 further shows several objectness detection results of our proposed
methods. It can be seen that most of our bounding boxes are within the
object areas.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) Performance comparison: PR-curves of different methods on
the task of objectness detection, by varying the thresholds. (b) Recall of
(structural objectness) on object proposals. Tested on VOC 2007 test
dataset.
Architecture of Parsing Tree: Different architectures of the parsing
trees may derive different results. In Figure 2.5(b) we show recalls of ob-
jectness detection for binary parsing trees with depth D = 4 and D = 5
respectively. Note that the recall is only determined by the total number of
nodes in the parsing tree; and for a complex scene, a deeper binary tree is
capable to represent its structure. Using deeper parsing trees (e.g., depth 5)
could generate regions for objects of fine scales, but will also produce more
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Figure 2.6: The detection results using the proposed “structured
objectness” based on the shape parsing tree compared with objectness [45].
The yellow rectangles are our detection results using threshold = 75, and
those of the MS method in [45] are shown in red. Generally, we achieve
competitive results. Especially, for the complex scenes such as crowds, we
perform acceptably well.
non-meaningful tree nodes, which increases the chance of false alarm. As seen
in Figure 2.5(b), a parsing tree of D = 4 performs much better in the top
10 detections than D = 5. A statistic shows that most object regions occur
in level 2 and level 3 nodes in our parsing tree. To balance the performance
and efficiency, we adopt depth D = 4.
Objectness on the Hierarchy To further understand how the shape
parsing tree helps the objectness detection, several samples are shown in
Figure 2.7, which tracks the objectness detection results in different levels.
Verified bottom-up, the detection of low-levels focuses on object parts, such
as the wheels of the motors, and it gradually integrates into object-level
detections as going towards to the root node. It is critically important for
partial matching and detection, and even designing powerful image features.
Recall on Object Proposals. To further validate our analysis of the
proposed algorithm, we test the recall of object window proposals for the
structural objectness, on the VOC 2007 test dataset. We also compare our
algorithm with selective search [44]. For the selective search, we use the same
settings as [44] on VOC 2007 test dataset. Figure 2.5(b) shows the recall of
our algorithm. Though our algorithm only achieves a recall at 0.612 using
14 proposals, compared with 0.829 for selective search using 3, 574 proposals,
we perform much better in the top ones, which suggests the high hit rate in
the top results. In the meanwhile, selective search can only achieve a recall
of 53.5 using the top 100 proposals. When we increase the level of parsing
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.7: The learned objectness in a hierarchical organization. It shows
how the structural information affects the detection process.
tree from 3 to 4, and the proposal number increases from 14 to 30, the recall
can reach 0.732 in the top 30 proposals. Selective search can only achieve
such a performance using around 300 proposals.
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CHAPTER 3
FEEDBACK CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS
In this chapter, we introduce the feedback neural network. Before talk-
ing about the design and formulation of our feedback neural network, the
motivation, i.e., top-down selectivity or top-down visual attention is firstly
introduced. By path of the biased competition theory, we build the compu-
tational model which optimizes an extra feedback loop in the convolutional
neural network, to achieve the target of “look and think twice.” Finally, we
give explicit optimization strategy and implementation details in this chap-
ter. This chapter also shows a potential use case of feedback neural network
in visualizing and understanding convolutional neural networks.
3.1 Biased Competition Theory and Feedback in
Visual Cortex
3.1.1 Bottom-Up and Top-Down Selectivity
One major property of the human vision system is visual attention [47, 48],
which plays an important role in object detection, search and recognition.
One reason for visual attention is competition, i.e., objects in the visual field
compete for processing within the visual cortex network [99, 100]. From
the behavioral perspective, visual attention could be categorized into two
behaviors: bottom-up bias and top-down bias. Both these behaviors result
in the selectivity of the human vision system, which screens out unwanted
stimuli.
The bottom-up mechanism for object selection does not involve any feed-
back pathways in the visual cortex, and is executed largely in an automatic
process that is independent on cognition or task demands [100]. Cognitive
research shows that the visual cortex in V1 to V4 behaviors mainly selects the
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input signal to some patterns, such as Gabor / difference of Gaussian filter
in V1 and more edge filters on more advanced visual cortex [21]. The bottom
up strategy filters out most flat / unimportant stimuli in visual signals and
results in sparse representations in the human visual cortex [101, 102].
The top-down mechanism represents more feedback control signals from
deeper in the brain, which is derived from requirements of the task at hand,
or called “attentional template”[100]. More evidence has been found that
top-down attention wraps semantic representation and speeds up the spatial
search / localization of the human visual system [103], and suggests that the
cortex is “goal-driven” [104].
Figure 3.1: Example of a composed image with complex targets.
“What did you see in this image?”
“Panda, Tiger, Elephant, Lions.”
“Have you seen the Gorilla?”
“Oh! I even didn’t notice there is a Gorilla!”
3.1.2 Look and Think Twice
An experimental case is shown in Figure 3.1, which is an example of “goal-
driven” object selection. Visual attention typically is dominated by “goals”
from our mind easily in a top-down manner, especially in the case of object
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detection. Cognitive science explains this in the “biased competition the-
ory” [105, 106], in which the human visual cortex is enhanced by top-down
stimuli, and non-relevant neurons will be suppressed in feedback loops when
searching for objects. The biased competition theory provides a solution
to computational practice to implement the top-down bias selectivity which
wraps semantic information.
A quantized study on top-down selectivity and feedback is carried out by
MIT researchers in [39]. In this study, human subjects are shown images of
92 real-world objects and MEG signals were recorded according to partici-
pants’ response. Signals of different duration shown to human participants
are used to train machine learning models that are further used to classify
objects, and this process is called “decoding.” There are two major findings
in this experiment: 1) With increasing duration of objects being shown to
human subjects, the accuracy of classification keeps increasing. The first or-
der difference of decoding accuracy (classification accuracy) reaches a peak
at around 120 ms, which is approximately the time duration of the human
visual cortex feedforward time cost. 2) As the duration increases, decoding
accuracy keeps increasing, and at around 200 ms there is a second peak of
difference of decoding accuracy.1
The 200 ms is roughly the time of a complete feedforward - feedback process
in the human visual cortex. After allowing the feedback signal passes in the
visual cortex, the human vision system has greater ability to recognize objects
and resolve the spatial ambiguity. Moreover, this suggests that by “looking
and thinking twice,” both human recognition and detection performances
increase significantly, especially in images with cluttered background.
3.2 Computational Model for Feedback Neural
Network
Inspired by the cognitive and neural science evidence, a novel Feedback Neural
Network architecture is proposed in this thesis. It achieves this selectivity
by jointly reasoning outputs of class nodes and activations of hidden layer
neurons during the feedback loop.
1Details of experiments are shown in Figure 2 in [39].
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Figure 3.2: Feedback convolutional net model for capturing visual attention
by inferring the status of hidden neuron activations. It is designed to utilize
both bottom-up image inputs and top-down semantic labels to infer the
hidden neuron activations. Salient areas captured by feedback often
correspond to related “target” objects, even in images with cluttered
background and multiple objects.
There are two major components in visual attention to achieve the efficient
vision system for recognition, detection and localization in human visual
cortex:
• Bottom-up: filters out most unimportant input stimuli, such as flat
regions, low-energy areas, etc.
• Top-down: gives high-level semantic information back to visual neurons
and behaves selectively according to the current target.
Convolutional neural network achieves “bottom-up” selectivity by: 1) us-
ing efficient low-level filters in convolutional layers. As suggested in [13],
lower layer convolutional kernels behave similarly to the V1 visual cortex,
and the visualization results in Gabor-like filters, which filter out most flat
or low frequency signals of input image. 2) Region proposal techniques such
as selective search [44] or BING [53] achieve bottom-up selectivity using low-
level image information to form candidates of object regions, and feed to the
neural network for processing.
However, top-down selectivity is still not considered in convolutional neu-
ral networks. Recurrent neural network considers feedback strategy from the
temporal domain [107] or in a sequence [108]. Inspired by biased competition
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theory, we present a novel feedback convolutional neural network architecture
in this thesis. It achieves this selectivity by jointly reasoning outputs of class
nodes and activations of hidden layer neurons during the feedback loop. As
shown in Figure 3.2, during the feedforward stage, the proposed network per-
forms inference from input images in a bottom-up manner like a traditional
convolutional network; while in feedback loops, it sets up high-level semantic
labels (e.g., outputs of class nodes) as the “goal” in visual search to infer the
activation status of hidden layer neurons.
From a machine learning perspective, the proposed feedback networks add
extra flexibility to convolutional networks, to help in capturing visual atten-
tion and improving feature detection. Convolutional neural networks have
achieved great success in both machine learning and computer vision in recent
years. Benefiting from large-scale training data (e.g., ImageNet[41]), CNNs
are capable of learning filters and image compositions at the same time. Var-
ious approaches have been adopted to further increase generalization ability
of CNNs, by either adding regularization in training, or going deeper[16, 24].
Inspired by deformable part-based models (DPMs) [109] that characterize
middle-level part locations as latent variables and search for them during
object detection, we utilize a simple yet efficient method to optimize image
compositions and assign neuron activations given “goals” in visual search.
The algorithm maximizes the posterior response of the network given target
high-level semantic concepts, in a top-down manner. Compared with tra-
ditional bottom-up strategies, which aim to regularize the network training,
the proposed feedback framework adds flexibility to the model inference from
high-level concepts down to the receptive field.
3.2.1 Re-interpreting ReLU and Max-Pooling
The most recent state-of-the-art deep CNNs [16] consist of many stacked
feedforward layers, including convolutional, rectified linear units (ReLU) and
max-pooling layers. For each layer, the input x can be an image or the output
of a previous layer, consisting of C input channels of width M and height N :
x ∈ RM×N×C . The output y consists of a set of C ′ output channels of width
M ′ and height N ′: y ∈ RM ′×N ′×C′ .
Convolutional Layer: The convolution layer is used to extract different
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of our feedback model and its inference process. At
the first iteration, the model performs as a feedforward neural net. Then,
the neurons in the feedback hidden layers update their activation status to
maximize the confidence output of the target top neuron. This process
continues until convergence. (We show only one layer here, but feedback
layers can be tacked in the deep ConvNet.)
features of the input. The convolutional layer is parameterized by C ′ filters
with every filter k ∈ RK×K×C .
yc′ =
C∑
c=1
kc′c ∗ xc, ∀c′. (3.1)
ReLU Layer: The ReLU layer is used to increase the nonlinear properties
of the decision function and of the overall network without affecting the
receptive fields of the convolutional layer.
y = max(0,x). (3.2)
Max-Pooling Layer: The max-pooling layer is used to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the output and variance in deformable objects to ensure that the
same result will be obtained even when image features have small transla-
tions. The max-pooling operation is applied for every pixel (i, j) around its
small neighborhood N .
yi,j,c = max
u,v∈N
xi+u,j+v,c, ∀i, j, c. (3.3)
Selectivity in Feedforward Network: To better understand how se-
lectivity works in neural networks and how to formulate the feedback, we
re-interpret behaviors of ReLU and Max-Pooling layers as a set of binary
activation variables z ∈ {0, 1} instead of the max() operation in Equa-
tion 3.2 and 3.3. Thus, behaviors of ReLU and Max-Pooling could be formu-
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lated as y = z◦x, where ◦ is the element wise product (Hadamard product);
and y = z ∗ x, where ∗ is the convolution operator and z is a set of convolu-
tional filters except that they are location variant.
By interpreting ReLU and Max-Pooling layers as “gates” controlled by in-
put x, the network selects information during feedforward phases in a bottom-
up manner, and eliminates signals with minor contributions in making deci-
sions. However, the activated neurons could be either helpful or harmful for
classification, and involve too much noise, for instance, cluttered backgrounds
in complex scenes.
3.2.2 Introducing the Feedback Layer
Since the model opens all gates and allows maximal information getting
through to ensure the generalization, to increase the discriminability within
feature level, it is feasible to turn off those gates that provide irrelevant infor-
mation when targeting particular semantic labels. This strategy is explained
as selectivity in biased competition theory [100] and is critical to realize the
top-down attention.
More technically, to increase the model flexibility to images and prior
knowledge, we introduce an extra layer to the existing convolutional neu-
ral network. We call it the feedback layer. The feedback layer contains
another set of binary neuron activation variables z ∈ {0, 1}, in addition to
ReLU. However, these binary variables are activated by top-down messages
from outputs, instead of bottom inputs. The feedback layer is stacked upon
each ReLU layer, and they compose a hybrid control unit to active neuron
response in both bottom-up and top-down manners:
Bottom-Up Inherits the selectivity from ReLU layers, and the dominant
features will be passed to upper layers.
Top-Down Controlled by feedback layers, which propagate the high-level
semantics and global information back to image representations. Only
those gates related with particular target neurons are activated.
Figure 3.3 illustrates a simple architecture of our feedback model with only
one ReLU layer and one feedback layer.
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3.2.3 Updating Hidden Neurons in Feedback Loops
We formulate the feedback mechanism as an optimization problem by intro-
ducing an addition control gate-variable z. Given an image I and a neural
network with learned parameters w, we optimize the target neuron output
by joint inference on binary neuron activations z over all the hidden feedback
layers. In particular, if the target neuron is a k-th class node in the top layer,
we optimize the class score sk by re-adjusting the neuron activations at every
neuron (i, j) of channel c, on feedback layer l.
max
z
sk(I, z)− λ||z||
s.t. zli,j,c ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ l, i, j, c.
(3.4)
Since this optimization aims to activate a minimal number of neurons while
maximizing the target score, we use L1 norm in the above target function,
as ‖z‖1
This leads to an integer programming problem, which is NP-hard given
the current deep net architecture. An approximation could be derived by
applying a linear relaxation:
max
z
sk(I, z)− λ||z||1
s.t. 0 ≤ zli,j,c ≤ 1, ∀ l, i, j, c.
(3.5)
The constrained optimization could be solved by a two-step procedure:
First, we apply the gradient ascent algorithm to update the hidden variables
through all layers simultaneously.
zt+1 = zt + α · (∂sk
∂z
|zt − λ), (3.6)
where ∂λ‖z‖1
∂zi
= λ since we require 0 ≤ zli,j,c ≤ 1.
And it is followed by a projection step such that
zi =
1, zi ≥ 0.50, else. (3.7)
This two-step optimization is a binary version of the basis pursuit algo-
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rithm designed for sparse coding under L1 norm regularization [110], espe-
cially considering the loss function of classification in neural network is always
L2 loss function (e.g., Softmax Euclidean loss).
The initialization of feedback layer status z is set to be the corresponding
ReLU activation after the first feedforward pass and truncates z when the
updated values are either larger than 1 or smaller than 0 during inference.
3.2.4 Implementation Details
As for the implementation details, we set the feedback layer on top of each
ReLU layer. We initialize all the hidden activations from z = 1, making all
feedback “gates” open during the first time feedforward pass. It is suspected
that fully connected layers learn embedding spaces rather than particular
parts compared to convolutional layers. We update high-level feedback layers
according to the sign of gradient of each neuron. We set the learning rate of
hidden activations to 0.1 and update the neurons of all the feedback layers
simultaneously. Each iteration performs a feedforward step of the neural net
and a backpropagation step to send back gradients. We stop this process in
10 to 50 iterations.
3.3 Showcase of Feedback Neural Network
Figure 3.4 shows an example of how this flexibility is reflected in detection
and localization. Instead of recognizing the input image as a “comic book,”
the proposed feedback network can localize each component of the “comic
book” via salience maps. The example shown in Figure 3.2 illustrates its
working mechanism: given a high-level semantic stimulus “PANDA,” only
the neurons in hidden layers related to the concept “PANDA” will be acti-
vated by iterative optimization in a feedback loop. As a result, only salient
regions related to the concept “PANDA” are captured in visualizations. As
suggested by those results, the feedback networks achieve a certain level of
selectivity and provide non-relevant suppression during the top-down infer-
ence, allowing the model to focus on the most salient image regions that
improve the class confidence.
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(a) Original Image (b) Panda (c) Tiger
(d) Gorilla (e) Lion (f) Elephant
Figure 3.4: We illustrate the localization power of the feedback net on a
multi-object image with cluttered background. (a) shows the original input
image which both VggNet [16] and GoogleNet [24] recognize as “comic
book.” (b) - (f) illustrate our feedback model on understanding the image
given different class labels as a prior. We visualize the gradient of each class
node with respect to the image after the feedback net finishes its inference.
Better viewed in color.
3.4 Visualizing and Understanding Convolutional
Network using Feedback
Convolutional neural networks are hard to analyze due to their complexity
in both architecture and mathematical properties. As suggested in [13], visu-
alization of neuron activations using projections back to the input layer is a
feasible solution to monitor the network behavior especially for convolutional
neural networks.
To this end, we show that the feedback neural network provides a power-
ful method to visualize neuron networks, and provides better understanding
on convolutional neural networks’ behaviors. Compared with traditional ap-
proach such as deconvolution [111, 13] and visual saliency using gradients
maps [12], the feedback network generates cleaner and more semantically
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meaningful visualizations for neuron activations.
The visualization is to plot the intensity of templates T (w, z) considering
all nonlinear transformations such as ReLU, Max Pooling and Feedback Lay-
ers, given the input x. Given the input image x fixed, all nonlinear layers are
deterministic, and the transformation of convolutional neural network could
fw,z(x) could be interpreted as the linear transformation T (w, z). Then for
arbitrary given neuron in the neural network yli (where l is the layer index
and i is the neuron index within the layer), we have
yli = T
l
i (x) · x (3.8)
since T is dependent on input image x. Under the circumstances, intensity of
transformation T li (x) could be treated as the “template” of the cherry-picked
neuron with respect to the input image. A similar strategy is also taken in
[12]. We use the first-order gradient of the neuron yli with respect to x as a
proxy to a quickly calculate the template by applying chain-rule.
3.4.1 Comparison with Deconvolution
We first compare the visualization results with the state-of-the-art deconvo-
lutional neural network [13]. Figure 3.5 shows the comparison between de-
convolution network and feedback network, both using pretrained AlexNet
[9].2 As shown in the comparison, without performing feedback, the network
focuses more attention on context. FC8 is the output layer of neural network,
with 1, 000 categories. The neuron with the largest output probability is vi-
sualized for each example. This visualization gives a better understanding of
which pixels of the input images are important or positively correlated with
final decision of the network. According to the comparison, it is obvious that
the feedback mechanism successfully suppresses irrelevant neuron activations
and focuses the network’s attention on the foreground of the image.
2Model pretrained by BVLC using Caffe, from Model Zoo:
https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo
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(a) Visualization of deconvolution network [13]
(b) Visualization using feedback neural network
Figure 3.5: Visualization comparison between deconvolutional neural
network [13] and feedback neural network. Feedback neural network puts
more attention on the foreground compared with the state-of-the-art
network.
3.4.2 Layer-Wise Visualization
Similar to [13], we also visualize neurons with the largest output on each
layer, as shown in Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. Visualizations of the top activated
neurons from FC7, Conv5 and Conv3 are compared. As shown in the fig-
ure, higher layers capture more semantically meaningful patterns than lower
layers: FC7 captures object-level patterns, while Conv5 and Conv3 captures
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more patterns on object parts or components. Also, different layers show
different receptive field sizes.
Figure 3.6: Visualization of top activated neurons on layer FC7.
Figure 3.7: Visualization of top activated neurons on layer Conv5.
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Figure 3.8: Visualization of top activated neurons on layer Conv3.
Figure 3.9: Visualizations of single neuron activations, showing that
neurons are strongly sensitive to certain semantically meaningful patterns.
We also try to find if there are regular patterns to active each neuron in
convolutional neural networks. Figure 3.9 shows the patterns that activate
the same neurons across different images. It also suggests that each neuron
will capture certain semantic patterns.
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3.4.3 Conclusion
Visualizations of the feedback neural network suggest that the feedback mech-
anism successfully suppresses irrelevant neurons in the convolutional neural
network, and makes the network attend to the foreground instead of the
context when performing classification tasks. Moreover, we also show that
neurons of different layers capture different levels of semantic patterns of
the input images, while there is strong evidence thata a single neuron will
be responsible for unified object patterns. All of these provide the evidence
to perform weakly-supervised learning using the feedback neural network as
presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
WEAKLY-SUPERVISED LEARNING VIA
FEEDBACK NEURAL NETWORK
This chapter explores the problem of weakly-supervised semantic segmenta-
tion using feedback neural networks. With the strong separability of feedback
neural networks in wrapping high-level semantic information into neuron ac-
tivations, the feedback neural network is applied to the problem of weakly-
supervised image semantic segmentation. We first propose a general frame-
work of weakly-supervised semantic segmentation, then generalize the feed-
back neural network to weakly-supervised semantic segmentation settings.
The results on the ImageNet 2012 object localization contest are reported at
the end of this chapter.
4.1 Weakly-Supervised Learning via Convolutional
Neural Network
Learning with weakly-supervised data is a challenging task since the missing
supervision makes it difficult to design target functions for machine learning
algorithms—for example, in the task of image semantic segmentation, where
the target is to give each pixel a semantic label. The target function is
designed as minimizing the loss of pixel-wise prediction with the ground
truth labels [14, 40, 28]. Only providing image-level categorical labels makes
this assumption fail at performing optimization, and thus it poses a great
challenge to this particular problem.
Machine learning researchers usually formulate this problem as self-training
(or bootstrapping) [112], which utilizes the weakly-supervised data and en-
hances the “guess” of machine learning models to fill up the missing infor-
mation.
Following this formulation, we abstract the weakly-supervised learning via
neural network as the flowchart in Figure 4.1, where given labeled training
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of weakly-supervised learning for images using
neural network.
data L = {xi, yi} with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , a neural network with discriminative
function f(·) is trained to give prediction yˆ = f(x) ∈ Y . The target of the
testing phase is to give inference from f(x) to y′ ∈ Y ′ in another space.
To make this problem learnable and solvable, we make the following hy-
potheses:
• Inducible: Label spaces Y and Y ′ are related. Moreover, Y ′ ⇒ Y , i.e.,
∃P , s.t. ∏P Y ′ = Y , where P is a projection mapping, maps from the
target label space to training data label space.
• Subspace Structure: The function space of target task Ft should be
a subspace of neural network function space F, i.e., Ft ∈ F.
The inducibility is defined by each problem. For example, for weakly-
supervised image semantic segmentation, the inducibility is always defined
as the aggregation of pixel-wise classification results into image level classi-
fication results. Especially in a convolutional neural network, this could be
achieved using “Global Pooling” (usually average pooling) [113, 32]. It has
been proven efficient in training classification networks or object detection
networks.
As for the subspace structure, various constraints could be added on top
of the convolutional layer output to form a projection from all neurons’ to
limited neurons’ activations. Pixel-wise organization of convolutional layer
output provides a natural subspace structure, by selecting a portion of neu-
ron activations out of all from a particular layer, such as propagating confi-
dent pixel-wise labels using conditional random field (CRF) [30], and using
seed expension [62]. We can further formulate the projection of subspace as
a latent variable generative process following the philosophy of part-based
models [109], where a hyper-parameter controls the activation of neurons.
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Figure 4.2: An EM-like optimization strategy for training convolutional
neural network from weakly-supervised data.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of inducibility : from the pixel-wise probability map
to induce the classification function in the target space.
Therefore, we introduce a binary allocation latent variable Z = {zi : zi ∈
0, 1} to control subspace projection, and from an optimization perspective,
formulate the problem of weakly-supervised learning as a generative process
using latent variable.
To optimize the latent variable model, an expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm is designed.
• E-Step: Estimate the prediction on training data yˆ = f(x) ∈ Y .
• M-Step: Maximize belief yˆ′ on target given yˆ and neural network f ,
by optimizing the latent variable allocation z.
Figure 4.2 shows the above EM-algorithm optimization process. From E-
Step to M-Step is the subspace structure hypothesis implementation, while
from the M-Step to E-Step is the inducibility implementation.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of subspace: maximizing expectation by optimizing
the latent variable allocation. Shows optimizing the latent variable z to
generate neuron activation from convolutional layer output to target - the
concept of “dog.”
4.1.1 Reinterpreting Image Semantic Segmentation
In the case of image semantic segmentation in a convolutional neural network,
the inducibility could be implemented using aggregating pixel-wise neuron
output into the image-level classification result as shown in Figure 4.3, where
global average pooling is always applied. And the subspace is implemented
by optimizing the latent variable allocation over z, where only the neurons
related with target will be activated, as shown in Figure 4.4.
4.2 Weakly-Supervised Object Localization
The feedback network could be used to improve various computer vision prob-
lems. In this chapter, we demonstrate its potential, conduct qualitative ex-
periments on class neuron visualizations, and quantitative experiments on
weakly-supervised object localization. Furthermore, we show that the image
recognition could also benefit from the feedback mechanism, by taking the
strategy “Looking and Thinking Twice”, which eliminates noisy or cluttered
background and makes the network focus on salient regions in the next chap-
ter. We use three most popular pre-trained ConvNet models, AlexNet [9],
VggNet [16] and GoogleNet [24], for experiments. All three models are pre-
trained with ImageNet 2012 classification training dataset [41], obtained from
Caffe [114] model zoo.1
1https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo
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Object 1: dog Object 2: cat
Object 1: car Object 2: bike
Object 1: zebra Object 2: elephant
(a) Image (b) Gradient (c) Deconv (d) Feedback (e) Gradient (f) Deconv (g) Feedback
Figure 4.5: We demonstrate the effectiveness of feedback neural networks
for class-specific feature extraction by comparing the class model
visualization results against original gradient [12] and Deconv [13] on
selected images with multiple objects. All methods compute visualizations
using a pre-trained GoogleNet trained on ImageNet 2012 classification
dataset. Column (a) shows the input images (i.e. dog vs. cat, car vs. bike,
and zebra vs. elephant). Column (b) and (e) show the original image
gradients given the provided class labels. Columns (c) and (f) show the
Deconv results. Columns (d) and (g) show the image gradients after
feedback. Comparing against the original gradient and Deconv, the
feedback visualization captures a more accurate salient area of the target
object. For example, in the 4th row, both the original template and Deconv
see the dog and cat, even provided with the target label. In the last row,
when zebra is specified, Deconv finds it hard to suppress the elephant area.
Our feedback method suppresses the irrelevant object much better.
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4.2.1 Image Specific Class Model Visualization
Given an image I, a class label k and the hidden neuron activation states
z, we approximate the neural net class score sk with the first-order Taylor
expansion in the neighborhood of I:
sk(I, z) ≈ Tk(z)T I + b, (4.1)
where Tk(z) is the derivative of sk with respect to the image at the point
of I and z. Tk(z) can be viewed as the linear template applied on image I
for measuring the likelihood that the image belongs to class k, and could be
visualized in the same spatial space since it is the same size as input image
I. We use this technique to visualize our feedback model throughout the
chapter.
More specifically, for a convolutional network composed with a stack of
piecewise linear layers (i.e. Conv, ReLU and max-pooling) to compute the
class scores, once the hidden states z are determined, the final score is a linear
function of the image, which is equivalent to the inner product between the
template and the image.
Comparison of Visualization Methods: We compare the image gra-
dient (template T) after the feedback process against the original one in
feedforward pass, and deconvolutional neural net [13] on a set of complex
images containing multiple objects from different classes, with all using the
same pre-trained GoogleNet and being given ground truth class labels as a
priori. Qualitative results are shown in Figure 4.5. Without involving the
feedback, where all hidden neurons’ statuses are determined by the bottom-
up computation only, the visualization is the same as original image gradient.
However, compared with deconv-like approaches, our feedback model is more
efficient in capturing salient regions for each specific class while suppressing
those irrelevant object areas at the same time after feedback.
Comparison of ConvNet Models: We also qualitatively compare ma-
jor convolutional network models, i.e., AlexNet, VggNet and GoogleNet,
by visualizing their feedback templates in Figure 4.6. All models are given
ground truth labels a prior. From visualizations, we find that VggNet and
GoogleNet produce more accurate visual attention than AlexNet, suggesting
that using smaller convolution filters and deeper architectures could further
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 4.6: We qualitatively compare the feedback ability of three most
popular pre-trained ConvNets, i.e., AlexNet, VggNet and GoogleNet, by
visualizing final image gradients and salience maps after feedback. We show
the input images in column (a); results of these three models feedbacked by
”zebra” are shown in column (b), (c), (d), and by “ekephant” in column
(e), (f), (g) respectively. We find that VggNet performs much better than
AlexNet, especially in capturing salient object details, suggesting the
benefit of usage of small convolutional filters and deeper architecture.
Although both VggNet and InceptionNet produce similar classification
accuracy, GoogleNet provides the better class-specific feature separations
according to these results. We suspect the two 4096 fully connected layers
in VggNet (which GoogleNet does not have) may harm the spatial
distinctiveness of image features.
distinguish similar and nearby objects. Moreover, although both VggNet and
GoogleNet produce very similar image classification accuracies, GoogleNet
better captures the salient object areas than VggNet. We hypothesize that
the two 4, 096 dimensional fully connected layers (i.e., fc6, fc7) in VggNet
(which GoogleNet does not contain) could ruin the spatial distinctiveness of
image features.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of our weakly-supervised localization results on
ImageNet 2014 validation set with the simplified testing protocol: the
bounding box is predicted from a single central crop of images and the
ground truth labels are provided. We show that our feedback method
significanty outperforms the baseline method (error rate 44.6%) that uses
the original image gradient to localize in [16], both on GoogleNet
architecture.
Method Localization Error (%)
Oxford [16] 44.6
Feedback 38.8
Table 4.2: Column 2 compares localization errors using feedback on
different ConvNet models. VGG and GoogleNet significantly outperform
AlexNet suggesting they are learning better features. GoogleNet
outperforms VGG even further, which matches the observations in
Figure 4.6. We also compare the weakly-supervised feedback mechanism
with totally supervised localization model in [16] on VGG, in the third
column. It shows that we are competitive with a carefully trained
localization model (34.3%) using pixel-wise supervised training data.
Weakly Supervised Supervised
Model Localization Error (%)Localization Error (%)
AlexNet [9] 49.6 -
VggNet [16] 40.2 34.3[16]
GoogleNet [24] 38.8 -
4.2.2 Weakly-Supervised Object Localization
To quantitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of the feedback model, we
experiment on the ImageNet 2014 localization task. As pointed out in [12],
the magnitude of the elements in the model template Tk defines the class-
specific salience map on image I. Pixels with larger magnitudes indicate that
they are more important to the class. We adopt the same saliency extraction
strategy as [12] that a single class saliency value Mk for class k at pixel (i, j)
is computed across all color channels: Mk(i, j) = maxc∈rgb |Tk(i, j, c)|.
We show that the proposed feedback CNN has the potential to unify recog-
nition and detection into a single network architecture in this experiment,
instead of using separate ones to perform different tasks respectively. Al-
though the three ConvNets are pre-trained for image classification, we could
use the feedbacked salience map for weakly-supervised object localization.
Given an image and the corresponding class salience map, we compute the
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object segmentation mask by simply thresholding so that the foreground
area covers 95% energy out of the whole salience map, and calculate a tight-
est bounding box as the localization result. Different from [12], which uses
GraphCut [115], this requires saliency maps of higher quality, but only takes
less computation.
We test our localization results on the ImageNet 2014 validation set, which
contains ∼ 50, 000 images with each image associated with labels and corre-
sponding bounding boxes. A prediction is considered correct if and only if its
overlap with the ground truth bounding box is over 50%. Images are resized
to 224x224 to meet the model requirement on resolutions, and ground-truth
class labels are provided to predict localizations. Neither further preprocess-
ing nor multi-scale strategy are involved.
Comparison of Localization Methods: Table 4.1 shows the com-
parison of our weakly-supervised localization accuracy against the baseline
method [12]. For fair comparison, we reimplemented the method in [12] fol-
lowing the details in the original paper strictly, and named “Oxford.” For
our method, we use GoogleNet and apply the same segmentation strategy in
our model. Our method obtains 38.8% localization error, and significantly
outperforms Oxford (44.6%), suggesting that in terms of capturing atten-
tion and localizing salient objects, our feedback net is better. Note that
our weakly-supervised localization error is even closer to a carefully trained
supervised localization model (34.3%).
Comparison of ConvNet Models: We also analyze weakly-supervised
localization accuracies of the above mentioned three ConvNets in Table 4.2,
provided with the same testing protocol. Even provided with ground truth
class, VggNet and GoogleNet significantly outperform AlexNet. This sug-
gests that better feature representations are sharable between the two highly
correlated visual tasks: recognition and localization. GoogLeNet outper-
forms VggNet even further, which matches the observations in Figure 4.6.
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CHAPTER 5
CLASSIFICATION WITH TOP-DOWN
ATTENTION
In this chapter, we explore how the top-down attention strategy would help
in improving image classification. The motivation comes from cognitive ex-
periments conducted in [39], which suggests that given an extra chance to
refocus and reconsider (from 120 ms to 200 ms in visual cortex response time),
the human classification accuracy would improve dramatically. Thus, we use
the proposed feedback neural network to localize semantically meaningful
foreground in each image and ask the network to reconsider its decision.
This achieves significant improvement on the ImageNet classification task,
especially for small objects.
5.1 Attention Model in Classification
Top-down attention plays an important role in the human vison system
[39, 100, 48]. Visual attention makes classification get rid of the disturbance
of background and unrelated context information, thus making it more ro-
bust. Especially in complex scenes, top-down visual attention wrapped with
semantic intention speeds up search, detection, and classification [116].
As for a convolutional neural network, tentative study suggests that it is
very sensitive to noise and clutter [117], and will generate totally incorrect
classification if adding imperceptible inception noise to the original image.
It makes the neural network very friable when performing classification.
Introducing top-down visual attention into the neural network has drawn
much attention recently, especially for fine-grained image classification [118,
119, 120, 121], and image captioning [122]. Especially for multiple object
classification and multi-label classification problem, visual attention improves
the stat-of-the-art by a large margin.
However, most current work on top-down visual attention is built upon
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Table 5.1: Classification errors on ImageNet 2014 validation set with the
simplified testing protocol: The first row is the performance of GoogleNet
given a single central crop of images, and the second row shows
classification results of the same GoogleNet given the attention cropped
images, using the feedback mechanism
Method Top 1 (%)Top 5 (%)
GoogleNet [24] 32.28 11.75
GoogleNet Feedback 30.49 10.46
recurrent neural network (RNN), which are computationally heavy, and need
large-scale training data to learn the transaction from one time to another. In
this section, we are using the proposed feedback neural network to implement
an efficient and effective algorithm for “attend and recognize.”
Since the feedback neural network will only activate those neurons related
to current semantic concepts and is spatially meaningful, we build the top-
down attention strategy using the feedback mechanism to focus on several
candidate semantically meaningful regions. Then the network will have an
extra chance to focus on those candidates and re-classify. Our experiments
on the ImageNet 2014 classification task demonstrate its improvement by
introducing the top-down attention strategy to the image classification task.
5.2 Image Re-Classification with Top-Down Attention
Given the weakly supervised attention boxes, the image labels are re-classified
using zoomed-in image patches cropped around the bounding boxes. We
call such method “look and think twice,” which mimics the human visual
recognition process by which the human may focus to recognize objects in
a complicated image after a first glimpse. We apply this strategy to the
image classification. By looking at the full image first in a coarse scale, our
model obtains an initial guess of a set of most probable object classes; we
then identify the salient object regions from the predicted top-ranked labels
using the feedback neural nets, and re-classify those regions. Following are
the implementation details on ImageNet 2014 classification:
Note that when cropping image patches, we use the original image with full
resolution (i.e., 375∗500). This gives the cropped patch enough resolution for
recognizing objects in detail. Figure 5.1 shows two exemplar images from the
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Input: Sample {x}, and neural network fw
1 Resize xi and run yˆ = fw(x);
2 foreach yˆi in top k of yˆ do
3 Compute object localization box Bi = xi with feedback model
4 Crop patch from xi and resize to the same size as x;
5 Run yˆi = fw(xi), and preserve top 5
6 end
7 Rank all labels and the corresponding confidences: Y =
⋃
yˆi
8 Return top 5 of Y as final results
ImageNet 2014 validation dataset. Both images are incorrectly classified as
“Italian greyhound” and “sunglass” respectively. After feedback, the network
determines potential salient ROIs, and “reconsiders” these salient regions
as input and make correct classifications, e.g., “Ibizan hound” and “mask”
with high confidence scores. These two examples thoroughly illustrate how
“looking and thinking twice” improves classification tasks.
Classification Accuracy: We test our classification results on the Ima-
geNet 2014 validation set, which contains ∼ 50, 000 images with each image
associated with one label. Table 5.1 shows the classification results using
a pre-trained GoogleNet on the original full image and on the image patch
based on feedback crop.1 After the re-classification, the top 5 classification
errors drop by 1.29%, and, moreover, the top 1 error improves even more by
1.79%. These results suggest that correct estimations of bounding boxes by
a glance can provide more accurate classifications.
Ablative Study: To further understand how “look and think twice” im-
proves the classification task, we divide the ImageNet 2014 validation set
based on the proportion of the object size in the image. Figure 5.2 shows the
ablative study. We find that with feedback, classification errors drop signifi-
cantly for images with smaller objects. For example, for objects of less than
20% of the area of the image, the top-1 classification error drops by almost
5%. This suggests that traditional ConvNet is powerless in recognzing small
objects with cluttered backgrounds, especially when the image is resized to
a fixed resolution (i.e., 224 ∗ 224). Our algorithm, in contrast, could focus
the network’s attention on the salient areas, extracting image patches with
enough resolution on the potential objects.
1Model from Caffe Model Zoo
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(a) Original Image (b) Attention Boxes (c) Cropped Image
Figure 5.1: We select two examples in the ImageNet 2014 validation set to
demonstrate the re-classification mechanism. Column (a) shows the original
images for which ConvNets predicts incorrect labels (“Italian greyhound”
and “sunglass”). Column (b) shows the 5 calculated bounding box areas
using the top-5 saliency maps. Column (c) shows the cropped images
obtained from the red box for which ConvNets predicts the correct labels
(“Ibizan hound” and “mask”) with high confidences.
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Figure 5.2: We divide the ImageNet 2014 validation set based on the
proportion of the object size in the image. Classification accuracy using
feedback crop for images increases with smaller objects. E.g., for those
images with object area smaller than 20%, the top-1 classification accuracy
increases significantly, by almost 5%.
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CHAPTER 6
BINARIZED FEEDBACK NEURAL
NETWORK
This chapter mainly introduces the binarized feedback neural network, which
improves the efficiency of the feedback neural network architecture by using
a binarized optimization algorithm instead of gradient descent in optimizing
the latent variable z. This facilitates more broad usage of the feedback
mechanism in computer vision.
6.1 Binarized Feedback Optimization
Given training data and supervision {xi, yi}Li=0, our neural network tries to
minimize the loss function
fw = arg min
∑
i
1
2
‖yi − fw(xi)‖2 + λ‖w‖2, (6.1)
where fw is the transformation from input x to output yˆ parameterized with
w.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) perform well at characterizing vi-
sual elements from low-level to higher semantic levels, from basic visual pat-
terns (e.g., Gabor filters) to contours, object parts and whole objects [13, 37].
Inspired by biased competition theory, in which the human visual cortex only
selects the relevant stimuli and suppresses irrelevant ones, a feasible solu-
tion for weakly-supervised semantic segmentation could work by suppressing
activations of neurons irrelevant to the current target.
Considering a particular layer of neural network l, with input xl and target
output yl, we could interpret this as a computational model by optimizing
the target function of:
min
1
2
‖yl − fw(xl)‖2 + γ‖xl‖1, (6.2)
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which tries to optimize the target output fw(x
l) and control the activations of
neurons xl. Note that we omit the L2 regularization term ‖w‖2 since it could
be easily implemented using weight decay in stochastic gradient descent.
To solve this optimization, we utilize the solution in [123], which tries
to optimize two subproblems, L1-Regularized least squares problem and L2
constrained least squares problem:
• If ∂‖yl−fw(xl)‖2
∂xli
> γ, then neuron xli should be positively activated,
• If ∂‖yl−fw(xl)‖2
∂xli
< −γ, then neuron xli should be negatively activated,
• Otherwise, neuron xli should be deactivated.
And in the application of semantic segmentation, we further require the
neuron activation to be positively related with the target y.
This gives an approximate solution to the L1 subproblem shown in Equa-
tion (6.2). To solve the L2 constrained subproblem, a standard back-propagation
in Stochastic Gradient Descent is performed. For multi-layered neural net-
works, the optimization is greedily performed in a layer-wise fashion. And
similar to [124], we train networks and test examples in a feedback proce-
dure in addition to the standard feedforward-backward routine. However,
compared with [124], in which multiple iterations of feedback are used dur-
ing testing, the proposed solution does not run iteratively, and hence the
efficiency is largely improved. We summarize the procedure in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Weakly-Supervised Learning via Feedback Network
Input: Sample {xi, yi}, and neural network initialization fw
1 Forward : Inferring estimation yˆi = fw(xi);
2 Feedback : Estimating Neuron Activations θ
3 for each layer l do
4 if ∂‖y
l−fw(xl)‖2
∂xli
> γ then
5 Activate neuron xli: Set θ
l
i = 1;
6 else
7 Suppress neuron xli: Set θ
l
i = 0;
8 end
9 Backward : Perform backpropagation and update parameter using
SGD.
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6.1.1 Revisiting the Feedback Routine
For the input xl of a particular layer l, the final estimation of neural network
is denoted as
yˆ = f lw(x
l) ∼= T l · xl +O(x2) (6.3)
using first-order Taylor expansion. Especially, for a determined input, all
nonlinear neurons in transformation f lw are deterministic, and f
l
w becomes a
linear transformation related with input x. We denote the linear transfor-
mation as T l(x). Taking the derivative on both sides gives
∂yˆ
∂xl
= T l(x). (6.4)
and similarly
∂‖y − yˆ‖2
∂xl
∝ T l(x) (6.5)
Compared with Algorithm 2, we could explain the proposed algorithm
in a straightforward way: The optimization in feedback procedure tries to
activate those neurons xi with T
l
i (x) > γ, which means it has certain pos-
itive contributions to the final target and suppresses those with negative
contributions. It also gives a simple method for testing: In order to lo-
cate the object(s) related with target concept yi, set the gradient vector
δ = y − yˆ = [0, 0, ..., 1, 0, ...], where only the i-th dimension δi is non-zero;
and run the feedback procedure in Algorithm 2 to get the corresponding
neuron activations.
6.2 Binarized Feedback Network for Image Semantic
Segmentation
6.2.1 Implementation
To implement the proposed network architecture, we introduce the imple-
mentation of feedback layers, which is designed to perform the neuron acti-
vation selection. Feedback layers behave similarly to ReLU layers, except it
allows only neurons with positive gradients being activated, i.e., ∂‖y−yˆ‖
2
∂xl
> γ,
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RevReLU
ReLU Neuron / Sigmoid
Feed forwardFeedback/ Selectivity
Upper Semantics
Batch Normalization
Convolution
Figure 6.1: The design of Feedback Unit.
while ReLU only allows those with positive outputs being activated. To
further improve the efficiency, we redrelax γ to be 0, and name the layer
“RevReLU” in analogy to the ReLU layer. RevReLU layer is stacked upon
ReLU layer, as shown in Figure 6.1, to complete the feedback optimization
in Algorithm 2. In practice, we build the “Feedback Unit” composed of
Convolution layer + Batch Normalization layer + ReLU layer + RevReLU
layer.
The weakly-supervised network is built by stacking multiple feedback units,
as shown in Figure 6.2. The number of channels in the last convolution layer
equals to the number of classes to output, and the output probability is de-
rived by applying global average pooling. We also use the neuron activations
of the last convolution layer as the semantic segmentation probabilistic maps.
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Figure 6.2: Weakly-supervised neural network architecture. Global average
pooling is used to map the pixel-wise probability to classification result, and
the last convolution layer is used to derive the semantic segmentation result.
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6.2.2 Training and Inference
For training, we employ standard vanilla convolutional neural network train-
ing strategy, which takes a training sample with image-level categorical labels
and trains a classification neural network. Alternatively, it is also optional to
take feedback into training, which is more time-consuming (triple the training
time) but results in better localization accuracy. To balance the performance
and efficiency, we use vanilla style training (feedforward training) in all our
experiments.
During the testing time, for input image x, the network first performs a
forward pass and gets the estimation yˆ = fw(x). As shown in Figure 6.2, the
top 1 (or top k) target neuron j is selected as “what is there in this image,”
and a feedback procedure is performed to find “where” by suppressing irrel-
evant neuron activations. After running the forward once more, we harvest
the output of the last convolution layer, and use the channel j as the dense
localization probabilistic map for target j. Note that this strategy also works
for finding multiple objects of multiple classes.
6.2.3 Miscellaneous Improvements
There are mainly two difficulties in using the convolutional layer output
directly to localize objects of interest:
Down Sampling of Spatial Resolution: To fit large images into memory,
it is necessary to shrink the convolution output size in convolutional neural
networks. We employ a similar method to [28], using a deconvolution layer
on top of the final convolution to up-sample the probability map into the
same resolution as the input image.
Location Shift: As more convolutions are applied, the receptive field of each
neuron increases and the localization accuracy of boundary pixels decreases.
We simply compose the input image with the probability map together by
using an element-wise product, which is similar to U-Net [33].
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6.3 Learning with Faster Convergence via Feedback
As suggested in [125], training machine learning models fs ∈ Fs from a
“teacher” function ft ∈ Ft is more efficient than learning from scratch, with
an error rate
O(
|Fs|C + |Ft|C
nα
), (6.6)
where Fs and Ff is the functional space of student and teacher functions.
As a general case proved in [125], α > 1/2 in semi-supervised learning and
weakly-supervised settings.
More intuitively, humans are learning with higher efficiency by acquiring
useful and informative feedback. Computational baby learning [126] simulates
the baby learning process using a convolutional neural network by acquiring
“feedback” from videos using the temporal continuity, and achieves satisfying
performance in classification tasks.
With the informative feedback information provided in the Feedback Neural
Network (FNN), we are inspired to use the feedback signal to further impose
high-level semantic information in training classification neural networks. It
has been shown that FNN is capable to choose those neurons with larger
impact to final decisions, and the principle is to optimize the parameters of
those “active” neurons with large efforts. This results in the EM algorithm
proposed in Section 4.2.
The strategy implements Algorithm 2, using a two-step solution, which
iteratively optimize the target function of the L2 least square subproblem
and the L1 subproblem:
1. For each mini-batch x, run forward pass to get fw(x).
2. Calculate loss l(x, y), and run feedback to calculate neuron activation
Z.
3. Run backward pass and perform stochastic gradient descent to update
network weights W .
In this setting, the teacher function is the neural network trained us-
ing weak-supervisions (e.g., image level categorical labels), while the stu-
dent learner is the target function (i.e., pixel-wise labeling). Suitably using
weakly-supervised training data could improve convergence coefficient α in
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Equation (6.6) with a larger probability. Considering training the classifica-
tion neural network could reach fairly high accuracy (with very small error
bound), using such a network to Bootstrap the target function will help in
convergence on the target task.
6.3.1 Experiments
To verify this point, we conduct experiments on CIFAR10 object classifica-
tion dataset [127]. A subset of the CIFAR10 dataset is extracted as a binary
classification dataset: We extract all positive training images of category
“dog” as positive, and uniformly random sample other classes as negative.
We use the same strategy to build the testing dataset. And we use the same
network structure as Alex Krizhevskys network,1 except add a RevReLU
layer for the conv3 layer. Figure 6.3 shows the loss functions of both feedfor-
ward training and feedback training on both training and validation datasets.
Figure 6.3: Convergence of feedback training: loss function of both training
and validation set, for feedforward training and feedback training
respectively.
As shown in Figure 6.3, both the training and validation accuracy of feed-
back training is higher than that of the traditional feedforward training strat-
egy. Also the convergence rate is higher by using the feedback procedure,
which verifies our assumption.
1https://code.google.com/p/cuda-convnet/
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between traditional neural network training and
feedback training.
We are also interested to know the effect of feedback on training and make
the model have much better accuracy. Figure 6.4 shows the comparison
between traditional neural network training (i.e., forward training) and neu-
ral network training using the feedback network. As shown in the figure,
we randomly pick a certain amount of positive examples to visualize, using
traditional deconvolution network [13] and the proposed feedback network.
Column 1 shows the result of Feedforward Training + Deconvolution Visu-
alization; Column 2 shows FeedForward Training + Feedback Visualization;
Column 3 shows Feedback Training + Feedback Visualization. All networks
are trained in the same learning rate and epochs. From the comparison, it is
obvious that the proposed feedback network using weakly-supervised data is
more efficient in training convergence.
Moreover, due to the fact that feedback training will select “important”
neurons to update in each iteration of SGD, it successfully suppresses those
noise / background neurons as shown in Figure 6.4. This explains why of
feedback training is more efficient in terms of accuracy in Figure 6.3.
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6.3.2 Robustness to Noisy Data
Another advantage introduced by selectivity is the robustness to noise in
training / testing data. Neural networks are easily “fooled” by noise, accord-
ing to [117, 128]. Theoretically, the sparse regularization in feedback target
function should make the learnt model robust to noise [129]. To verify this
assumption, we also conduct experiments on CIFAR100 dataset.
In this experiment, a random Gaussian noise is added to both training
and testing images. We use the same amplitude of noise in each training
and testing dataset and train FeedForward Network and Feedback Network
respectively. As shown in Figure 6.5, the proposed feedback network is more
robust in noisy data compared with FeedForward network, by nearly 10%.
Figure 6.5: Training and testing neural networks with noisy data of
different amplitude.
We further verify the semantic segmentation using feedback network trained
from weakly-supervised data in more challenging settings. As shown in Fig-
ure 6.6, a network to classify man-made settlement buildings is trained from
weakly-supervised data (i.e., binary labels, either house or not). We use the
network to give semantic segmentations on the same image with and with-
out noise. Visually checking the comparison results shows that the proposed
framework is relatively robust to noise. The regularizer imposed on weakly-
supervised learning controls the inference from pixels with enough confidence
and hence reduces the negative effect of noise within images.
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Noise Free Image Noisy Image
Figure 6.6: Comparison of weakly-supervised semantic segmentation on
noise free and noisy images. Data provided by Facebook Inc. under
collaboration with University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
6.4 Conclusion
From experimental verifications and theory analysis, the proposed feedback
network learning weakly-supervised data improves the efficiency of neural
network training in both convergence and noise handling. The weakly-
supervised feedback network is especially efficient of capturing the spatial
layout of visual patterns; moreover, the selectivity property makes networks
more robust to noise by eliminating the uncertain neurons.
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